
TECHNICAL DESCRIPTIONS

MOD. OXI

DESKS, WORKSTATION, BENCH AND MEETING TABLES WITH 
PANELS BASE
- The work tops are in particleboards, thickness 25 mm, with
melamine facing and edge-finishing in 2 mm ABS matching the
main shade, available in the following colours: OAK 03, CLASSIC
WALNUT 07, GREY 38, STONE GREY 44, WHITE 68.
- The sides are in particleboards, thickness 25 mm, with melamine 
facing and edge-finishing in 2 mm ABS matching the main shade, 
available in the following colours: OAK 03, CLASSIC WALNUT 07,
GREY 38, STONE GREY 44, WHITE 68.
- The backs are in particleboards, thickness 18 mm, with melamine 
facing and edge-finishing in 0,45 mm ABS matching the main
shade, available in the following colours: OAK 03, CLASSIC
WALNUT 07, GREY 38, STONE GREY 44, WHITE 68.
The sides are complete with ABS liners that allow insertion of
adjustable feet. 
The bench with panel base have tops equipped with a top-access 
tip-up door. Under the tops there are metal cable trays.

CIRCULAR MEETING TABLE WITH COLUMN BASE
Composed of: top and column base.
- The top is in particleboards, thickness 25 mm, with melamine
facing and edge-finishing in 2 mm ABS matching the main shade, 
available in the following colours: OAK 03, CLASSIC WALNUT 07,
GREY 38, STONE GREY 44, WHITE 68.
- Metal base composed of: circular base Ø590mm, vertical column 
and upper plate.
The column is made   with a tube that has a section that starts at
the base with a Ø128mm and then rises to a Ø 89mm. The top
plate is made of sheet metal 4 mm thick with holes for fixing
under the top. The metal base is painted with epoxy powder in
colours: SILVER, MOSS GREEN, BLACK, WHITE, STONE GREY.

DESKS, WORKSTATIONS AND MEETING TABLES WITH “T” 
SQUARED METAL LEGS AND FIXED CABLE-WAY BEAM
- The work tops are in particleboards, thickness 25 mm, with
melamine facing and edge-finishing in 2 mm ABS matching the
main shade, available in the following colours: OAK 03, CLASSIC
WALNUT 07, GREY 38, STONE GREY 44, WHITE 68.
- “C” shaped support beam made from die-cast sheet metal with
a section of dimensions 46 x 58 x thick.1,5 mm. It is painted with
epoxy powder in colours : SILVER, BLACK (MATT) and WHITE.
The beam has holes for the ascent of the wiring and for attachment 
to metal legs and tops.
Its shape allows directly the cable housing without the use of
additional trays. Supplied packaged with cardboard corners and
thermo-retractable polyethylene sheet.
- “T” shaped legs made from tubular steel (60 x 30 x 2/ 90 x 60 x 2) 
and painted with epoxy powder in the following colours: SILVER
, BLACK and WHITE. 
It is supplied with fixing screws for the tops, levelling feet and
carter cable management made from extruded PVC and fitted
into a specific casing for ascent of the cables.
Available in 2 versions: for 60 cm and 70-80 cm work top depths;
can also be used in a central position between two contiguous
tops. Supplied packaged with cardboard corners and thermo-
retractable polyethylene sheet.

DESKS,WORKSTATION AND BENCH WITH “BRIDGE” METAL 
LEGS WITH SQUARED SECTION
- The work tops are in particleboards, thickness 25 mm, with
melamine facing and edge-finishing in 2 mm ABS matching the
main shade, available in the following colours: OAK 03, CLASSIC
WALNUT 07, GREY 38, STONE GREY 44, WHITE 68.
Top-access, where required, in epoxy powder coated metal
matching the color of the tops, with tip-up opening, equipped

with a dust brush.
- The metal base is made up of:
2 bridge legs and 1 fixed longitudinal beam positioned in the
center of each worktop.
- The beam has a fixed length and is made of metal tubing with a 
50x25x2 section, equipped with holes for fixing to the top, using
metric screws.
- The bridge legs are made using a metal tubular with a square
section of 50 x 50 mm thick. 2.
On the crosspiece of the legs there are holes and slots to allow the 
fixing of the worktop and the hooking of the beam.
Between the worktops and the metal legs, a 4 mm thick spacer
made of ABS is applied.
Height-adjustable leveling feet in GREY nylon are inserted on the 
lower ends of the legs.
The base is painted with epoxy powders in the colors: SILVER,
MOSS GREEN, BLACK (MATT), WHITE and STONE GREY.

DESKS, WORKSTATIONS AND BENCH WITH METALLIC 
"BRIDGE" LEGS WITH RECTANGULAR SECTION
- The work tops are in particleboards, thickness 25 mm, with
melamine facing and edge-finishing in 2 mm ABS matching the
main shade, available in the following colours: OAK 03, CLASSIC
WALNUT 07, GREY 38, STONE GREY 44, WHITE 68.
Top-access, where required, in epoxy powder coated metal
matching the color of the tops, with tip-up opening, equipped
with a dust brush.
- The metal base is made up of:
2 bridge legs and 1 fixed longitudinal beam positioned in the
center of each floor.
- The beam has a fixed length and is made of metal tubing with a 
50x25x2 section, equipped with holes for fixing to the top, using
metric screws.
- The bridge legs are made by means of a metal tubular with a
rectangular section of 50 x 25 mm thick. 2.
On the crossbar of the legs, with sect. mm 40x40xsp. 2, there are
holes and slots to allow fixing the worktop and hooking the beam.
Between the worktops and the metal legs, a 4 mm thick spacer
made of ABS is applied.
Height-adjustable leveling feet in GREY nylon are inserted on the 
lower ends of the legs.
The base is painted with epoxy powders in the colors: SILVER,
MOSS, BLACK (MATT), WHITE and STONE GREY.

OPTIONAL INSERTS FOR METALLIC LEGS
They are available for depths: 60-70-80-145-165 cm.
They are made of bent metal sheet 0.7 mm thick, painted with 
epoxy powders in: SILVER, MOSS GREEN,  BLACK (MATT), WHITE, 
STONE GREY, PINK POWDER, YELLOW, GREEN and LIGHT BLUE. 
The fixing is done by magnets on the upper crosspiece of the legs.

WIRE-MANAGER INFILL PANELS FOR INTERMEDIATE 
BRIDGE LEG
Made with particleboard panel 18 mm thick, melamine coated 
and edged on the perimeter with 2 mm thick ABS in the same 
colour as the surface. They are available in: MOSS GREEN 20, GREY 
38, STONE GREY 44, BLACK 51, WHITE 68.
They are fixed to the legs by means of a hooking system.

COMBY
Available in mono-facial version in two height options:
H. cm.109 e H. cm.160.
They allow aggregation to bridge leg desks with use of metal
stirrups. They allow creation of single and double configurations.
The structure is made of particleboards panel 25 mm thick, with
melamine facing and edge-finishing in 2 mm ABS matching the
main shade, available in the following colours:  OAK 03, CLASSIC
WALNUT 07, GREY 38, STONE GREY 44, WHITE 68.
The sliding doors of high mono-facial COMBY are made of
particleboards panel 18 mm thick, with melamine facing and



edge-finishing in 2 mm ABS matching the main shade. The 
handles are made of plastic material matching the shade of the 
doors. They are equipped with a lock. 
The shelves at desk height and the sliding doors are available in  
colours: OAK 03, CLASSIC WALNUT 07, GREY 38, STONE GREY 44, 
WHITE 68.
All COMBY are provided with a rising cable channel.
The cable channels are made of bent metal sheet 0.8 mm thick 
painted with epoxy powder matching the carcase colour.
The sides are complete with ABS liners that allow insertion of 
adjustable feet.

BOOKCASE FOR COMBY
Side panel and shelves are made of 25 mm thick particleboards 
faced with melamine. The back panel made of 18mm thick 
inserted into milling. Available in colours: OAK 03, CLASSIC 
WALNUT 07, GREY 38, STONE GREY 44, WHITE 68.
Height-adjustable feet in nylon fixed under the side panel.

MODESTY PANELS FOR DESKS
The modesty panels are in particleboards, thickness 18 mm, with 
melamine facing and edge-finishing in 2 mm ABS matching the 
main shade, available in the following colours: OAK 03, CLASSIC 
WALNUT 07, MOSS GREEN 20, GREY 38, STONE GREY 44, BLACK 
51, WHITE 68. The modesty panels are fixed with stirrups under 
the worktops.
The modesty panels are fixed with stirrups made of metal sheet 
sp. 4 mm press-folded and painted with epoxy powders that are 
fixed under the worktop.

CABLE TRAYS FOR DESKS AND BENCHES
Made of bent metal sheet 0.7 or 1 mm thick painted with epoxy 
powders in: SILVER, MOSS GREEN,  BLACK (MATT), WHITE and 
STONE GREY. They allow the housing of electrification kits and the 
collection of excess cables. The assembly takes place by under-
top fixing.

COVER PROFILE FOR BENCH
Made of co-extruded plastic to be inserted in the space between 
the two bench tops. This profile, which can be removed and 
inspected, performs the function of integrated top access. 
Available in: SILVER, WHITE, STONE GREY.

DESKTOPS, WORKSTATION TOP, TERMINAL AND JOINING 
SEGMENT
The tops are in particleboards, thickness 25 mm, with melamine 
facing and edge-finishing in 2 mm ABS matching the main shade.
The tops are available in the following colours: OAK 03, CLASSIC 
WALNUT 07, GREY 38, STONE GREY 44, WHITE 68.

PARTITION PANELS
Made of 25 mm thick particleboards melamine-faced available in 
the colours: GREY 38, STONE GREY 44, WHITE 68.
The panels are fitted with lateral uprights in plastic coestruded, 
On the top part they are finished with an extruded PVC profile and 
head caps. Levelling feet are fitted on the part in contact with the 
floor. The linear connection of the panels is obtained by inserting 
a rigid PVC connection profile. The 2-3-4-way connections are 
made with a square upright.

UNDERTOP SIDE PANEL
The side panel is in particleboards, thickness 25 mm, with 
melamine facing and edge-finishing in 2 mm ABS matching the 
main shade, available in the following colours: GREY 38, STONE 
GREY 44, WHITE 68. The fixing to the work tops is permitted by 
plastic elements of exclusive design which also provide a support 
function if connected to tops.

ACCESSORIES FOR COMY AND PARTITION PANELS
GLASS RAISED SECTION
5 mm thick TRANSPARENT tempered glass, attachable to the top 
slot of the partition panels.

SOUND-PROOFING COVER KIT
For COMBY, front screens and partition panels.
They are made of polyurethane foam panels 6mm thick, covered 
with fire-retardant STRETCH polyester in colours: GREY BEIGE 
589, WOOD GREEN 592, SKY BLUE 593, FREESIA YELLOW 595, 
AMARANTH 598.

ACCESSORIES
Accessories made of metal sheet 1 mm thick, press-folded with 
laser cuts and engravings and epoxy powder coated.
Available in: SILVER, WHITE, STONE GREY.
The hook and pen holder are also available in: PINK POWDER, 
YELLOW, GREEN and LIGHT BLUE.
The metal blackboard and the paper holder shelf are perforated 
and also available in the following colours: PINK POWDER, 
YELLOW, GREEN and LIGHT BLUE.
They can be hooked onto the upper profile of the front screens.

SOUND ABSORBING ACCESSORIES
Available in 30 and 60 cm widths with decorative quilts and 
storage pockets.
They are of two types: single-sided and double-sided.
The internal body is made with MDF type panel 4 mm thick 
covered in polyurethane foam rubber.
The external coatings are available in STRETCH, MELANGE and 
LANA, each of which in 14 different shades.
They can be hooked onto the upper profile of the front screens 
and partitions.

PACKAGING 
All the components are disassembled and packed when supplied, 
and have paper triple type folding packaging, fillets for the 
perimetrical protection and for the fillings up, where needed . The 
corners are protected, where needed, through shock resistant 
edges protector. The packing closure occurs through sticky tape 
and welded nylon strap.
Pedestals are assembled, protected through polystyrene 
angle bars on the sides and packed using thermo-retractable 
polyethylene sheet. 
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